Differential," by forcing Beijing to depend overwhelmingly on Moscow's aid, could strain the relationship and contribute to the emerging Sino-Soviet split. 3 Starting in the 1970s, with the U.S.-China rapprochement under President Richard Nixon, Washington made the first gestures to loosen the restrictions on bilateral trade. The Nixon administration abolished the "China Differential" and put in place a policy of "evenhandedness," which meant that the United States would allow exports to the PRC of technologies similar to those permitted to the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. But in the aftermath of the establishment of full U.S.-PRC diplomatic relations in late 1979 and especially after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979, China and the United States gradually forged a strategic cooperation based on military exchanges, intelligence-sharing, and technology transfers. This pro-China "tilt" marked a shift in U.S. export control policy toward the establishment of a new "China Differential"-but one that, unlike the differential in the 1950s, was in favor of Beijing at the expense of Moscow.
This article investigates the bifurcation in U.S. export control policy toward the PRC and the Soviet Union in the last decade of the Cold War. Specifically, it seeks to explain the rationale and evolution of U.S. defense exports to China in the 1980s and the abrupt collapse of U.S.-China military cooperation in 1989. On the one hand, Washington imposed increasingly stringent national and multilateral export controls against the USSR in order to preserve a qualitative gap between Soviet and U.S. state-of-the-art defense technologies. On the other hand, the United States gradually loosened controls on exports of armaments and dual-use goods to China. The tightening of Western export controls on the Soviet Union coupled with a major liberalization of controls on defense-related exports to the PRC steadily broadened the "China Differential" throughout the 1980s. Although the United States increased the flow of defense technology exports to the PRC in a triangular diplomatic game aimed at counterbalancing the USSR, the volume and quality of these transfers were carefully calibrated to avoid bolstering China's offensive capabilities vis-à-vis U.S. friends and allies in the region. This preferential export control treatment for China relative to that of the USSR lasted until the 1989 Tiananmen Square crackdown, the subsequent U.S. sanctions, and the end of the Cold War.
A voluminous literature has surveyed U.S. export controls toward the Soviet Union, as well as the chief multilateral institution governing East-West strategic trade during the Cold War, the Coordinating Committee for conflicting national security interests that shaped U.S. export control policy in the last decade of the Cold War. Jing-Dong Yuan, for instance, seeks to explain the development of and rationale behind the "China Differential" in the 1980s by tracing the origin of U.S. technology transfers to China in the military dynamics of the strategic triangle: the "'China Card' would be played to recast the balance of [military] power in Washington's favor" vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. 7 Yet, besides this key objective, Yuan does not account for the other U.S. national security interests at stake in the U.S.-PRC military relationship, such as the likely consequences of defense exports to China for U.S. friends and allies in Northeast and Southeast Asia. The most thorough analysis of the negotiations over the formation of U.S.-China strategic cooperation from the Sino-American rapprochement to the late 1980s is Robert Ross's Negotiating Cooperation: The United States and China, 1969-1989 , which relies on public speeches, memoirs of policymakers, contemporaneous newspaper articles, and interviews with U.S. officials. 8 Ross offers a subtle and nuanced account of the main drivers of and obstacles to Sino-American military cooperation in the 1970s and 1980s. However, even though he draws on declassified materials when covering the 1970s, the documents he uses when analyzing U.S.-China security cooperation in the early to mid-1980s are mainly secondary sources. 9 Furthermore, Ross largely slights U.S.-PRC strategic cooperation in the latter half of the 1980s and the key U.S. decisions that affected military cooperation with China from 1985 to the Tiananmen Square crackdown. 10 By relying on a large body of new written and oral primary sources, this article builds on but goes beyond the existing literature to enrich our understanding of this strategically important yet underexplored dimension of U.S.-China relations in the last decade of the Cold War. In particular, contrary to what is often assumed in the literature, the article shows that Washington's assessment of the required degree of defense cooperation with Beijing was not driven solely by the objective of using the "China card" against the Soviet Union. A broader range of national security considerations shaped U.S. policy on military cooperation with the PRC, namely, the desire not to enhance China's offensive capabilities vis-à-vis the United States and U.S. friends and allies in East Asia (Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, and others), the impact of defense transfers to China on U.S.-Soviet diplomatic relations, and the goal of influencing China's nuclear proliferation practices, especially in the Middle East. As a consequence, the U.S. government needed to manage and balance multiple and diverging national security interests and faced delicate tradeoffs in its military relationship with the PRC throughout the decade. These facets of U.S.-China security cooperation have been largely neglected in the existing literature on the subject. The article therefore examines the main decisions that marked the rise and fall of Sino-American strategic relations in the 1980s on the basis of a wide range of recently declassified documents stored at the National Security Archive, congressional hearings, and interviews with 39 individuals who served on the U.S. National Security Council (NSC) staff or at the Departments of State, Defense, and Commerce and helped to formulate U.S. export control policy toward China in the 1980s. 11
From Rapprochement to 1980: The Origins of U.S.-China Military Cooperation
The considerations that spurred the Nixon administration to move toward a rapprochement with the PRC were primarily strategic. President Nixon's shortterm objective was to facilitate an end to the Vietnam War by isolating Hanoi from one of its principal supporters, the PRC, and thereby bringing pressure on North Vietnam to adopt a more conciliatory posture. 12 In the longer run, taking advantage of the Sino-Soviet split, a strategic partnership with China could increase U.S. leverage in relations with the USSR and encourage restraint in Moscow's foreign policy. The United States and China increasingly came to see each other, in the words of Henry Kissinger, as "tacit allies." 13 The establishment of Sino-American diplomatic relations and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in late 1979 sparked the inception of U.S.-China military cooperation that lasted until 1989. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan prompted Carter to adopt an export control policy that distinctly favored the PRC at the expense of the USSR-the so-called pro-China "tilt"-as advocated by Brzezinski. 17 Secretary of Defense Brown's visit to the PRC in January 1980-the first such visit by a U.S. defense secretary-was not originally intended to establish military cooperation between the two countries. Brown had been instructed by the president that no military cooperation would take place, but in the aftermath of the visit were modified to seek broader strategic cooperation with China. 18 On 4 January 1980, just a few hours before Brown's departure for Beijing, Carter authorized the sale of nonlethal military equipment to China. 19 Brown then followed up with the launch of military relations between the United States and the PRC. During the eight-day visit, the two governments agreed to initiate regular exchanges of high-ranking U.S. and Chinese military officials and working-level military delegations. 20 The two countries also strengthened their cooperation in intelligence sharing. The Pentagon provided the Chinese with sensitive intelligence, including satellite imagery, on Soviet troop deployments along the Soviet-Chinese border and established two stations on Chinese territory to monitor the nuclear tests and strategic nuclear deployments of the Soviet Union. 21 These stations in China partly filled the gap created by the dismantlement of U.S. listening posts along the 1,200-mile Soviet-Iranian border after the February 1979 revolution in Iran. 22 Furthermore, as Winston Lord, who served as U.S. ambassador to the PRC from 1985 to 1989, later explained, "the CIA was doing two things: it was cooperating with the Chinese in getting arms to Pakistan to send them to the Mujahideen in Afghanistan, but at the same time the CIA was spying as best as it could against China as they were spying on us. So it was a very ambivalent relationship." 23 An additional element of U.S.-China defense cooperation discussed during Brown's visit was U.S. and Chinese military support for Pakistan and assistance to Afghan rebels. The Chinese informed Brown that the PRC would increase the covert supply of weaponry to the Afghan rebels, principally through Pakistan. 24 mines, and SA-7 light anti-aircraft weapons, which were then shipped to Pakistan; and the Chinese agreed to supply U.S.-made Stinger surface-to-air missiles to Afghan rebels. 26 The PRC also began to channel mortars, machine guns, rocket launchers, and ammunition into Afghanistan on mules traversing the Karakoram Highway. 27 With regard to U.S. defense technology exports to China, Brown during his visit "informed the Chinese of the President's decision of Friday, January 4, that [the U.S. was] now prepared to consider sale of [nonlethal] military equipment, but not arms, to China on a carefully selected case-by-case basis." 28 The following month, on 25 April 1980, the administration modified dual-use exports controls by removing China from the same category of export controls as the Soviet Union ("Country Group Y") and setting up a special category for the PRC known as "Country Group P." This shift in U.S. policy was in line with a request made more than a year earlier by Deng during a visit to the United States, when he lamented that China continued to be in the same Country Group as Moscow and urged that the PRC be placed in a category labeled with another of the 26 letters in the English alphabet. 29 The administration initially made no change but by 1980 concluded that the "inclusion of China in Category Y with the Soviet Union is an unnecessary irritant to our relations with China. Changing the name of the category would not affect our policy on exports to China . . . nor would it directly affect COCOM since this category is used only within the USG [US government]." 30 Country Group P and Country Group Y were identical in their level of restrictiveness and licensing procedures. 31 Nevertheless, the creation of this China-specific group did signal a desire to differentiate between the export control treatment of the PRC and of the USSR.
In the second half of 1980, U.S. export control policy toward China was based on several principles: a willingness to consider, case-by-case, the transfer 26 of dual-use technology for military use; a willingness to consider, case-by-case, the sale of nonlethal military equipment and technology; no authorization for government-to-government Foreign Military Sales (FMS) to China; restricting shipments of dual-use and military support technology and equipment to those that could be transacted commercially through export licensing; a continued prohibition against sales of weapons systems; assurance to U.S. allies that all military and dual-use technology sales to China would be coordinated through existing COCOM machinery and a request that they do likewise; and a neutral attitude toward sales of defensive weapons to China by third countries. 32 The Carter administration's underlying rationale in taking this first step toward enhanced U.S. technology transfers to China was the need to balance several conflicting national security interests. Economic considerations at that time had little effect on U.S. export control policy. Indeed in 1980, Sino-American trade amounted to only $4.8 billion. 33 As explained by Donald Keyser, who headed the political section at the U.S. embassy in Beijing responsible for Chinese domestic issues in 1982-1983 and then served as deputy for political, military, consular/asylum, and cultural affairs in the State Department's Office of Chinese and Mongolian Affairs, the first objective in U.S. export control toward the PRC "had little to do with economic or commercial considerations. The basic consideration was strategic; the driving force was overwhelmingly strategic, it had nothing to do with commercial factors." 34 The United States wanted to contribute to the technological modernization of the PRC in the context of the strategic triangle, playing the "China card" against the USSR.
This Similarly, Stephen Bryen, a senior U.S. Defense Department official under Reagan, later explained that the United States had to engage China in order to balance off Soviet power. In those days, Soviet forces also had the task of confronting China. Across the border, the Russians had large installations facing the Chinese. So the idea was that if we could use China as a foil, it would tie down Soviet forces and essentially reduce the impact on NATO of the Soviet military buildup by requiring the Soviets to deploy some of their forces facing China. 36 However, the Reagan administration also wanted to keep careful track of the potential national security consequences of different export control policy options on U.S.-Soviet diplomatic relations: "any change [in U.S. export control policy] which would result in the sale of weapons technology or weapons systems to the Chinese would inevitably lead to heightened Soviet concerns vis-à-vis China's military capabilities. . . . There is concern that we not move so far with the Chinese that we reduce prospects for improving U.S.-Soviet relations." 37 A third U.S. security objective was a desire to avoid the transfer of defense technologies that could enhance "Chinese capabilities genuinely threatening to U.S. allies and friends in Asia." 38 Donald Keyser later recalled that "from the U.S. standpoint, the concern was that the Chinese did not acquire the capabilities that would enhance their offensive potential vis-à-vis Taiwan in particular, and other U.S. allies in the Pacific on the other hand." 39 As Robert Ross has shown, the Taiwan issue limited the degree of U.S.-PRC bilateral security cooperation throughout the decade. 40 The 1979 Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) stated that the United States would consider "any effort to determine the nature of Taiwan by other than peaceful means" as "a threat to the peace of the Western Pacific area and of grave concern to the United States." The TRA also declared that the United States would make available to Taiwan "defense articles and defense services in such quantity 35 as may be necessary to enable Taiwan to maintain a sufficient self-defense capability." 41 Furthermore, several Asian countries, such as Malaysia, Indonesia, and South Korea, had expressed their concerns to the U.S. government over its defense technology transfers to the PRC. 42 The administration therefore considered that "a change in U.S. policy to permit arms sales to the PRC would probably cause insurmountable problems in our relations with the individual states" in East and Southeast Asia. 43 On the basis of these latter considerations, the U.S. government decided to continue to restrict technologies that would make a "direct and significant contribution" to four key areas: nuclear weapons and their delivery systems, electronic warfare, anti-submarine warfare, and intelligence gathering. 44 Secretary of State Alexander Haig advocated supporting Taiwan but in ways that would not alienate Beijing. Haig, influenced by the triangular diplomacy of Henry Kissinger-under whom he had worked in the Ford and Nixon administrations in the 1970s-believed that the United States should subordinate Sino-American disagreements over Taiwan to the strategic imperative of improving cooperation with the PRC against the Soviet Union. Ultimately, Bush and Haig were able to convince the president that a strategic partnership with Beijing was necessary in the confrontation against the Soviet Union. 46 The first high-level contact between the Reagan administration and Chinese officials took place when Secretary of State Alexander Haig visited China on 14-17 June 1981 to meet with Foreign Minister Huang Hua, Defense Minister Geng Biao, Deng Xiaoping, and Prime Minister Zhao Ziyang. 47 A key objective of Haig's visit was to convey "a new conceptual basis for a more durable U.S.-Chinese relationship built upon strategic association, under which the U.S. will treat China as a friendly non-allied country, and to demonstrate this concretely by modifying the restrictive legislation and regulations on exports." 48 The major topics discussed by Haig and Huang on the first day of the visit were Taiwan, the means to improve the coordination of U.S. and Chinese policies in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia, and U.S. technology transfers to China. 49 Haig informed the Chinese that the U.S. government would treat the PRC as a "friendly non-aligned country" entitled to receive increased U.S. technology transfers, and he affirmed Reagan's desire to suspend the prohibition on arms sales to China. 50 Although FMS to China were not yet allowed, the United States would henceforth permit the export of lethal equipment on a case-by-case basis.
Twice as Much as the Soviet Union: The "Two-Times" Policy and the Taiwan Conundrum
In late June 1981, shortly after Haig's visit to China, Reagan issued a directive stating that U.S. technology transfer to the PRC should support "a secure, friendly, and modernized China" and established the so-called twotimes policy, thereby significantly broadening the "China Differential. United States would allow the approval of equipment and technology at technical levels twice as high as those approved for the USSR before the invasion of Afghanistan. 51 The State Department subsequently removed China from the list of countries denied licenses for arms exports. 52 In September 1981, the President issued National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 11, "Munitions/Technology Transfer to the People's Republic of China," which stipulated that the case-by-case consideration of requests from the PRC for military/technology transfers should be based on several principles. First, the transfers should minimize the national security risks in the four key areas noted earlier. Second, for requests that would enhance China's conventional defensive capabilities, the United States would be willing to consider the transfer of weapons, components, technical assistance, and weapons technology, including some licensed coproduction/involving non-sensitive technologies. Third, the transfers should not contribute significantly to improvements in Chinese offensive and power projection capabilities. Finally, requests for items that were not clearly defensive would be permitted on a case-by-case basis through the selective transfer of components and technical assistance rather than the transfer of complete weapons systems or their production technology. 53 The decisions taken in 1981 thus cumulatively loosened U.S. dual-use export controls to the PRC and removed the ban on arms supplies to China. However, these policies proved difficult to implement. A U.S. Commerce Department study undertaken in 1982 at the request of Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige found that the "two-times" policy "was neither clear nor predictable to the involved government agencies." In fact "the two-times benchmark was not easily applied across the Commodity Control List because in certain areas nothing was allowed to go to the Soviet Union and therefore [the government] had a little difficulty with two times nothing in terms of how do you apply that in making licensing decisions." 54 of arms sales to Taipei could be settled in a satisfactory way. 55 A Chinese Foreign Ministry official declared that "we would rather receive no U.S. arms than accept continued U.S. interference in our internal affairs by selling arms to Taiwan." 56 By 1982, however, the U.S. government had taken two significant steps to resolve the impasse on Taiwan. On 11 January 1982 the administration announced its decision not to sell either version of the FX advanced fighter to Taiwan (the F-16/J79 and the F-5G), but simply to renew the ten-year agreement to coproduce with Taiwan the F-5E with Northrop Corporation. 57 On 17 August, senior Chinese and U.S. officials reached an agreement on a joint communiqué that would govern future U.S. arms sales to Taipei. The Sino-American 1982 Joint Communiqué specified that the U.S. government would not carry out a long-term policy of arms sales to Taipei, that U.S. arms sales would not exceed the level of those supplied to Taipei since 1979 in either qualitative or quantitative terms, and that the United States would gradually reduce its arms exports to the island "leading over a period of time to a final resolution." 58 The requests on the same case-by-case basis as for other friendly nations" and added that "we don't seek to press weapons, but would like to help where we can, if you are interested." 60 Simultaneously, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for East Asia and Pacific Affairs Richard Armitage met separately with his counterparts in the PRC Ministry of Defense to address working-level issues, such as concrete proposals for expansion of routine military-to-military exchanges. 61 The final session of the second day of Shultz's visit was devoted entirely to a discussion about technology transfers. 62
The PRC as a Friendly Non-Allied Country and the Broadening of the "China Differential"
In May 1983 the Reagan administration announced its decision to continue to broaden Sino-American strategic cooperation by further liberalizing U.S. export controls through the elevation of China into Country Group V and the recognition of it as a "friendly, non-allied country" together with most other "friendly countries." 63 Country Group V included Western Europe, India, all of Africa except Libya, several Arab countries, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan. 64 This group was subject to the most liberal export control regulations among the existing Country Group categories (Z, S, Y, W, Q, T, V, plus the former China-specific Group P established in 1980). The "China Differential" relative to the Soviet Union thus continued to increase.
In conjunction with the shift of China into Group V, the president also established an interagency steering group on technology transfers to the PRC under the direction of the NSC. 65 Several committees were established, and one, chaired by the Commerce Department, was responsible for compiling new guidelines for U.S. export control policy toward China. 66 In June 1983 the NSC directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to prepare a report on the various options for U.S. export control policy toward China. 67 The following month, the JCS issued its classified report, "Assessment of the Risks and Benefits in the Transfer of Advanced Technology and Conventional Arms to China." 68 The report, now declassified, underscores the heterogeneous national security interests that Washington balanced in assessing the desired extent of military cooperation with Beijing. The JCS evaluated the consequences of various export control policy options for China's military capabilities and, in turn, for U.S. relations with the Soviet Union, with the PRC, and with U.S. friends and allies in East Asia. Looking at the likely impact of existing U.S. defense technology transfers on the Sino-Soviet military balance in the 1980s, the report stated that the new decade will see China slightly improving its defensive capabilities against a land invasion by the Soviet Union. . . . Still, the level of technology embodied in new Chinese weapons will remain appreciably inferior to those of the Soviet Union and will not significantly alter the military balance. In addition, it will take some time, probably not until the mid-1990s, for China to absorb thoroughly any technologies introduced in the 1980s. Chinese power projection capabilities will not be significantly enhanced this decade and probably in the 1990s. 69 As for the consequences of China defense modernization for U.S. and allied interests in the Asia Pacific, the report stressed that the PLA's "ground force modernization will not appreciably affect U.S. and allied security interests through the 1990s" because China's "air power projection is, for practical purposes, limited to tactical fighter range" and "improvements in Chinese naval capabilities are unlikely to have any significant impact on U.S. forces in the region during the remainder of this century. States is further offset to the extent the U.S. can control the type and rate of technology transferred and monitor improvements." 70 The JCS report therefore concluded that U.S. export controls could be liberalized. Nonetheless, "in order to reduce the likelihood of China improving its military capabilities to a level that would threaten U.S. interests, i.e. the Critical Military Capabilities," the JCS recommended a ban on technology exports in six "Special Mission Areas": nuclear weapons and delivery systems, intelligence gathering, electronic warfare, antisubmarine warfare, power projection, and air superiority. 71 The number of Special Mission Areas was therefore expanded from the four established in 1981 to six in 1983. Stephen Bryen later explained that U.S. officials had opposed the transfer of antisubmarine warfare capabilities to the PRC because they did not want to "compromise key strategic programs: submarines are a very big part of the nuclear triad, the whole notion of the triad is that these submarines run silent, they are deep, they are stealthy, they are hidden, and they cannot be targeted so that you have a credible nuclear deterrent." Bryen also stressed that "the U.S. had a particularly important advantage in space, especially in satellites and intelligence gathering, and you did not want to see that compromised. So a lot of the restrictions were focused on the space part." 72 The administration thus concluded that "US technology transfer should support China's technological and economic modernization," but the new policy must "not alter the U.S.-PRC strategic balance, though the transfer of technology will prevent a widening of the military gap between the PRC and the USSR." 73 Here, too, the U.S. government needed to strike a balance between competing security interests in assessing the desired degree of defense cooperation with China.
The announced revisions to the Export Administration Regulations were published in the Federal Register on 23 November 1983. 74 The new guidelines moved the PRC to Country Group V and established a three-tiered export control system. This tiered system reflected Washington's assessment of the national security implications of technology exports in each category on U.S. relations with the PRC, with the Soviet Union, and with U.S. allies and friends in Asia. The "Green Zone" included seven commodity categories that represented "minimal national security risk"-namely, computers, computerized instruments, microcircuits, electronic instruments, recording equipment, 70. Ibid., pp. 24, 26, 37, 42. semiconductor production equipment, and oscilloscope technologies. 75 Some 75 percent of all license applications for exports to China in 1983 fell in the Green Zone's seven categories, with computers accounting for 41 percent of all license applications to China. The license applications for technologies within this zone would receive expeditious consideration and routine approval by the Commerce Department. The "Yellow Zone" included high-level technologies and required case-by-case review by the Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense, and other agencies. Licenses would be approved unless the commodity or the technology could be demonstrated to prove a "clear threat" to U.S. security interests. 76 The "Red Zone" included the most sensitive technology areas with direct and significant military applications; namely, those falling in the six Special Mission Areas specified above. 77 The content of the Red Zone was classified and was not to be disclosed, and licenses for the technologies in this zone had a "strong presumption of denial." 78 The decision in May 1983 to move China to the country group of most "friendly countries" and the establishment of the three-tiered export control system significantly liberalized U.S. high technology transfers to China, especially in electronics. Nevertheless, the new regulations did not bring export controls toward China in line with those of non-Communist countries. Even though exporters had been hoping for such a change after the May 1983 announcement, China continued to be the only country within Group V subject to national security export controls. 79 The Reagan administration continued to require national security controls on exports to China and opposed the removal of China from COCOM controls for two main reasons. First, the administration wanted to maintain highly stringent controls on the most sensitive technologies (i.e., those in the Yellow and, especially, the Red Zones) that could enhance China's offensive capabilities vis-à-vis the United States and its friends and allies. Second, in the context of U.S. efforts to counter the Soviet Union, U.S. officials worried that COCOM partners would try to use concessions on export controls to China as a means to obtain liberalization of controls vis-à-vis the USSR-a position contrary to the administration's desire to tighten national and multilateral export controls to the Soviet Union. 80 When Reagan visited the PRC for the first time on 26-30 April 1984, he told Chinese leaders he did "not believe that there is the necessary consensus among our allies to drop China from COCOM nor do we believe that this course is advisable from the standpoint of security." 81 He argued that the "liberalization of export controls did not eliminate national security controls or the need for coordination with our Allies. China has capabilities unlike those of any other friendly, non-Allied country, particularly in nuclear weapons." 82 Nonetheless, the expansion of the "China Differential" that resulted from the 1983 liberalization of U.S. export controls continued apace in the following years, as the Reagan administration both tightened controls on exports to the USSR and increased technology transfers to the PRC.
The Reagan Administration's Stance against the USSR and Military Cooperation with China
U.S. export control policy toward China throughout the 1980s stands in sharp contrast to the policy vis-à-vis the Soviet Union and can be understood only by reference to U.S. policies toward Moscow. As outlined in Reagan's Presidential Security Decision Directive (PSDD) 75, "U.S. Relations with the USSR," the administration's goal was "to contain and over time reverse Soviet expansionism by competing effectively on a sustained basis with the Soviet Union in all international arenas-particularly in the overall military balance. . . . This will remain the primary focus of U.S. policy toward the USSR." 83 To do so, the United States, together with its COCOM allies, adopted a two-pronged strategy aimed at maintaining a qualitative edge of Western military equipment in the face of the Soviet Union's quantitative preponderance. This was to be done not only by investing in military research and development and military production (leap ahead) but also by retaining a national and multilateral system of stringent export controls (keep them behind).
The first pillar of the administration's anti-Soviet strategy was a trilliondollar defense buildup, the largest in peacetime history, including the procurement of high-visibility systems such as the MX missile, the B-1B bomber, and four new aircraft carriers, as well as the highly publicized launch of the Strategic Defense Initiative in 1983. 84 Concomitantly, the defense-related share of government spending on research and development grew substantially throughout the 1980s, peaking in 1987 at almost 70 percent. 85 The second pillar adopted by the administration was the tightening of national and multilateral export controls toward the USSR as a means to protect U.S. investments in advanced defense technologies. 86 PSDD 75 stressed that the United States wanted "to ensure that East-West economic relations do not facilitate the Soviet military buildup. This requires prevention of the transfer of technology and equipment that would make a substantial contribution directly or indirectly to Soviet military power." 87 Bryen later recalled the "paradigm" that shaped U.S. export control policy toward the Soviet Union:
Paul Freedenberg, who served first as assistant secretary of commerce for trade administration and then under secretary of commerce for export administration in the latter half of the 1980s, recently described how the United States adopted an undeclared policy throughout the 1980s aimed at keeping the USSR one or two technological generations behind U.S. state-ofthe-art technologies:
We tried to keep them a generation or two behind. . . . It was an administrationwide policy. . . . It was not a stated policy, but it was an unstated policy, it was pretty clear. . . . There was no formal beginning to the policy. It became a rule of thumb, based on what the Pentagon felt comfortable with, but you could trace it to the very beginning of the Reagan Administration. . . . The rationale was the same that guided the overall policy on technology transfer: keep the Soviets substantially behind the West in technology, and there was likely to be a benefit with regard to the diminished quality of Soviet weapons systems. 89 The sharp bifurcation of U.S. export control policy toward Beijing and Moscow, respectively, throughout the 1980s is highlighted by the fact that the notion of "keeping them behind" one or two generations was applied only to the Soviet Union, not to China. 90 The combined application of the "two generations behind" policy to the USSR and the simultaneous liberalization of controls on defense and dual-use exports to the PRC resulted in the steady expansion of the "China Differential" in favor of the PRC relative to the Soviet Union. PSDD 75 emphasized that "China continues to support U.S. efforts to strengthen the world's defenses against Soviet expansionism. The U.S. should over time seek to achieve enhanced strategic cooperation and policy coordination with China, and to reduce the possibility of a Sino-Soviet rapprochement." 91 Simultaneously, the administration embarked on a major effort to tighten U.S. and multilateral export controls on trade with Warsaw Pact countries. U.S. officials sought to expand the control list, bolster the enforcement of controls, tighten the restrictions on scientific communication, and reinforce COCOM's institutional structure. 92 As Michael Mastanduno puts it, "by the latter half of the 1980s, it was evident that the multilateral 89. Paul Freedenberg, interview, Washington, DC, 9 March 2010; and Paul Freedenberg, interview, Washington, DC, 22 August 2012. Freedenberg specified that this "unstated policy" "was applied across the board when it was possible to ascertain what a particular generation of technology was (as in the case of semiconductors). But sometimes it was impossible to make that judgment, and the answer would be to endeavor to keep the Soviets behind whatever the U.S. and Western level of technology was, even if it could not be quantified. . . . It was a rule of thumb. What is a generation? It is hard to say. It just meant that we wanted to keep them far back from us rather than just merely behind us in technology." Ibid. strategic embargo [on the Soviet bloc] was stronger than it had been during the 1970s." 93 In line with this bifurcated approach to relations with Moscow and Beijing, the Reagan administration continued to loosen defense and dual-use export controls toward the PRC. When Chinese Defense Minister Zhang Aiping was visiting the United States from 9 to 27 June 1984, he and Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger signed a military technology cooperation agreement. On 12 July, the U.S. government decided to allow the PRC to receive governmentto-government military transfers by making China eligible for FMS, though only on a cash basis. 94 These sales provided China with a new channel, in addition to dual-use technology imports and commercial arms sales, through which it could acquire U.S. defense-related technology. In addition to arms sales, the United States started cooperating with the People's Liberation Army (PLA) in planning a Chinese National Defense University (NDU), similar to the one in the United States. The PLA-NDU opened its doors on 1 September 1986, and maintained close ties with its U.S. counterpart throughout the 1980s, including regular exchanges of professors, rotating bilateral conferences, exchanges of library texts and materials, field studies trips, and periodical hosting of research fellows. 95
COCOM's Liberalizations and the Establishment of the China Green Line
In 1985-1987, the United States and its COCOM partners markedly loosened controls on exports to China. The liberalization of export controls on the PRC in the early 1980s, coupled with the fact that exports to China were still subject to COCOM review, had led to a dramatic growth in the number of license applications for the PRC. Table 1 ). 98 On 27 December 1985, after ten months of negotiations, the backlog of China cases in COCOM spurred the member-states to agree to liberalize the controls on certain products destined for China. 99 The proposal had been formally submitted to COCOM by the U.S. government in early 1985. The new guidelines divided the controlled categories on COCOM's International Industrial List into three groups, each with specific technical parameters, replicating what the U.S. government had done in 1983 with the creation of the Green, Yellow, and Red Zones. 100 The first group covered 27 product categories that fell under COCOM's new China "Green Line." Items in these 27 categories could be exported to China at "national discretion," without referring the export license application to COCOM for prior approval. The 27 categories consisted mainly of computers, software, instrumentation, telecommunications 96. Yuan equipment, and semiconductor manufacturing. 101 The items included in the second group were at an intermediate level of technology and required monthly statistical reports to COCOM. Items in the third group, which essentially encompassed the six Special Mission Areas (mentioned above), required compulsory referral to COCOM and carried a presumption of denial. 102 The U.S. government maintained tight controls on these categories because it did not want to "encourage or support Chinese advances" in military technologies "as they relate to increased offensive military capabilities" vis-à-vis the United States and its partners and allies. 103 Having established the three groups, CO-COM then further liberalized export controls to China in 1986-1987. The additional revisions included adding five categories to the China Green Zone and liberalizing the technical parameters for ten existing categories. By April 1987, the Green Zone had expanded to 32 categories from only seven categories in 1983. 104 The following month, COCOM also liberalized munitions exports to China for thirteen more categories. 105 The rationale for maintaining stringent restrictions on exports for some technology categories while considerably liberalizing controls on others was the conflicting nature of U.S. security interests vis-à-vis China. A formerly secret State Department memorandum from 1986 highlights the point: US export control policy toward China is designed to balance our desire to support China's economic modernization with the need to assess the potential adverse effects on the security interests of the U.S. and of our allies. Specifically, our policy is aimed at limiting exports that would make a key contribution to identifiable Chinese military programs in [these] 6 critical mission areas, in a manner that would threaten U.S. national security interests. 106 U.S. officials were willing to increase defense technology exports to and cooperation with China, but only if the exports did not endanger U.S. security interests or the security of U.S. allies and friends.
Linkage: China's Missile Proliferation and U.S. Defense Technology Transfers
In late 1987, after several years of a steady, albeit calibrated, increase in U.S. technology transfers to the PRC, the Reagan administration decided that it would temporarily freeze the liberalization of export controls because of China's missile proliferation practices in the Middle East, especially the sale of Chinese-made HY-2 Silkworm anti-ship missiles to Iran and of CSS-2 intermediate range ballistic missiles (IRBMs) to Saudi Arabia. The U.S. decision to link bilateral military cooperation to China's proliferation behavior underscored the tradeoff between U.S. nonproliferation interests and the desire to enhance strategic cooperation with China. Nonproliferation concerns limited the degree of U.S.-PRC military cooperation, bringing to a temporary halt U.S. defense exports to the PRC. The Reagan administration began using the prospects of continued military cooperation as a foreign policy instrument aimed at modifying China's proliferation practices.
On 22 October 1987, the U.S. State Department announced that it would refrain from additional liberalization of technology transfers to the PRC because of the "rising tensions in the Persian Gulf," adding "we consider this an inappropriate time to proceed with our review of further export control liberalization." 107 Earlier in 1987 the United States had begun to reflag and escort Kuwaiti tankers in the Persian Gulf. 108 The decision to halt further liberalization of export controls followed several attacks by Iran with Silkworm missiles on oil tankers in Kuwaiti waters, including several owned by a U.S. company or flying a U.S. flag. 109 According to a U.S. intelligence report dated 15 October 1987, the Liberian-flagged tanker Sungari, which was being escorted by U.S. naval vessels, was hit at anchor eight miles off Kuwait's al-Ahmadi oil terminal by an Iranian Silkworm missile, setting it afire from stem to stern. 110 On 16 October, the Sea Isle City, a U.S.-flagged Kuwaiti oil tanker, was also hit by a Silkworm missile that wounded eighteen crew members. 111 A further source of proliferation concern for the administration came in 1988 when U.S. intelligence learned that the Chinese had transferred CSS-2 (or Dong Feng 3, DF-3) missiles to Saudi Arabia. 118 U.S. officials were concerned that "the sale of CSS-2 IRBMs to Saudi Arabia is the first export of a missile with this range (up to 3,000 km) to the Third World." 119 The sales provided Saudi Arabia with the longest-range missile systems deployed by any country other than the five permanent members of the UN Security Council. The details of the CSS-2 contract were negotiated in Hong Kong in December 1986 by Saudi and Chinese senior military officials. 120 According to JCS reports, the missiles were delivered in the latter half of 1987, and at the end of January 1988 China started assisting Saudi Arabia in constructing CSS-2 launch sites. 121 During Wu's visit to the United States in March 1988, U.S. officials pressed him on the CSS-2 deal. The Chinese foreign minister responded that the CSS-2 missiles had been modified and were not nuclearcapable. 122 However, U.S. State Department officials' concerns were not allayed by China's assurances, and the administration believed there was "a danger to international stability inherent in continued sales of missile technology and missile delivery systems" to the Middle East. 123 A few weeks later, Secretary of State Shultz wrote a private letter to Wu emphasizing U.S. concerns "both with the implications which Chinese missile transfers have for peace and stability in the region and for the broader implications for international stability of transfers of this class of weapons." 124 An agreement was finally reached in September 1987 during Carlucci's visit to China. A declassified State Department document indicates that Chinese leaders gave private assurances to Carlucci that China would "take a prudent and responsible attitude regarding weapons sales, including the sale of missiles." 125 After the meetings with Chinese leaders, Carlucci stated that he was "fully satisfied with their statements that China takes a prudent approach to arms sales." 126 He added, "these had been the best discussions that we have had with the Chinese on this issue." 127 In the Great Hall of the People, Deng and Carlucci also discussed the prospects for the launch of U.S. satellites on China's Long March launchers. 128 The day after Deng gave his assurances to Carlucci, the Reagan administration announced it would grant export licenses for satellites manufactured by Hughes Aircraft and scheduled to be launched for Australian and Hong Kong companies on China's Long March launchers. The Hong Kong-based AsiaSat was to put a satellite in orbit in 1989, and AusSat from Australia would launch two satellites using the Chinese service in 1991 and 1992. 129 Lincoln Bloomfield, who, as a senior Department of Defense official, was part of the U.S. delegation with Carlucci, Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard Armitage, and U.S. Ambassador to the PRC Winston Lord, later outlined the rationale behind the agreement to launch U.S.-made satellites on Long March vehicles. Bloomfield contended that after the 1986 explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger, the United States could not make many launches per year and therefore had "a strategic gap, we did not have launch services." This gap created an incentive to seek access to the Chinese launchers. In addition, the U.S. government "had a strategic desire to persuade China not to proliferate missiles to the Middle East." The agreement was also symbolically important in highlighting the expansion of Sino-American security and economic cooperation. 130 The final attempt of the decade to liberalize defense technology transfers to the PRC was made in 1988/early 1989, prior to the Tiananmen Square crackdown in June. Christopher Hankin, deputy assistant secretary of state for international trade controls (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) ) and a lead negotiator for the U.S. government in COCOM, explains that the United States made a proposal to COCOM for the establishment of a "China Core List" that would have further reduced the scope of multilateral export controls, thereby liberalizing controls beyond the existing "China Differential." COCOM's executive committee agreed to work on such a proposal in October 1988. The proposal was then endorsed during the January 1989 COCOM's high-level meeting. In July of that year, however, when the People's Liberation Army violently quelled the peaceful mass demonstrations in Tiananmen Square, the U.S. proposal to COCOM was dropped. 131
Characterizing U.S. Dual-Use and Weapons Exports to China in the 1980s
The U.S. exports of advanced technology to China rose from $630 million in 1982 to $1.7 billion in 1988 (see Table 2 ). During the same period, the value of U.S. export licenses approved for China grew from $500 million to $2.9 billion (see Table 3 ). In just the first half of the 1980s, from 1982 to 1986, U.S. exports of telecommunications equipment to the PRC grew by nearly 300 percent, reaching $66 million; exports of precision instruments grew by 400 percent to $257 million; and exports of computers grew by more than times more powerful to the PRC than to the USSR. 134 Dual-use information technology thus loomed large in overall U.S. technology transfers to China in the 1980s. Arms sales to the PRC also grew throughout the decade as a result of the relaxation of U.S. export controls. By the late 1980s, significant weapons purchases by the PRC, through both commercial arms transfers and FMS, included: 24 Sikorsky S-70 helicopters, 5 General Electric LM-2500 gas turbine engines for two naval destroyers, 6 Boeing Chinook helicopters, AN/TPQ-37 artillery-locating radars, avionics equipment to modernize 50 F-8 interceptor aircraft (the so-called Peace Pearl program), Hughes I-TOW anti-tank and I-Hawk anti-air missiles, Mark-46 Mod 2 anti-submarine warfare torpedoes, Phalanx close-in weapons systems, and the Large Caliber-Ammunition Modernization program. 135 Nonetheless, a characteristic of U.S.-China arms transfers in the 1980s is that, overall, the PRC preferred to acquire technology rather than large quantities of weapons systems. The majority of the more than 500 licenses for commercial exports from 1982 through 1986 (see Table 4) involved the transfer of technical data, components of combat or combat support equipment, or a single item or a few items. Large-quantity purchases of sophisticated weaponry were fewer. 136 A declassified 1985 report produced by the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) on China's imports of foreign technology explains that although the training of Chinese students abroad and the improvement of Chinese science through cooperation and exchanges with foreign countries had a major long-term effect, the more immediate and shortterm improvements in the 1980s were the result of commercial transactions, including purchases from foreign corporations, joint ventures, and consulting and industrial training. 137 The report further stresses that China's present policy is to maximize the flow of foreign technology. . . . China tries to import only what it cannot produce for itself and to limit imports to advanced technology and key equipment. In general the plan is to import technology that is as advanced as possible, yet still suitable to Chinese conditions. . . . The emphasis is on raising the technical level of existing enterprises rather than importing complete plants or equipment. . . . Whenever possible, China will attempt to acquire technology and know-how rather than finished products. 138 Furthermore, as illustrated in Table 5 , the overwhelming majority of U.S. arms deliveries to China were commercial, although government-to-government sales grew after 1984, when China became eligible for FMS. The overall volume of U.S. arms transfers to the PRC remained relatively small throughout the 1980s, with a total of approximately $106 million in 1989 (see Table 5 ). The limited amount of U.S. arms shipments to China was partly attributable to the U.S. government's desire to restrict sales of critical military technologies that could adversely affect U.S. security interests in Asia or U.S. relations with Moscow. In addition, this relatively small volume can be attributed to several factors. Major financial constraints circumscribed the ability of the PRC to purchase expensive weapons systems. In the aftermath of the Cultural Revolution and after the disastrous border war with Vietnam in 1979, the PLA's serious deficiencies had become all too evident, prompting Deng to decry it as a bloated and inefficient force. 139 Furthermore, throughout the 1980s, defense modernization ranked fourth in priority in China's "four modernizations" program, after the development of agriculture, industry, and science available for sale and transfers at usually reduced prices. The Chinese were very interested because it was basically a discount price that they could get." 142 China's limited ability to absorb advanced technologies also constrained the type and volume of its imports of advanced technology. According to the DIA, China's ability to assimilate technology is limited by such factors as shortage of skilled manpower, inadequate management, an economic structure marked by a high degree of compartmentalization and duplication, and a low degree of exchange between enterprises. . . . Diffusion of knowledge between enterprises is very rare. The absence of standardization within and between enterprises hinders the integration of up-to-date imported technology. 143 China's struggle between, on the one hand, greater exchanges with the West to acquire advanced technologies and, on the other hand, the maintenance of a degree of self-reliance to avoid becoming overly dependent on foreign sources of technology was a further factor constraining China's weapons imports. 144 As a consequence of the multiple and competing considerations that shaped U.S. military relations with China, coupled with the PRC's domestic constraints, the key trends that characterized the bilateral strategic cooperation in the 1980s were bilateral strategic cooperation in the 1980s, rapidly expanding sales of dual-use technologies, increasingly frequent military visits, and a relatively limited volume of arms sales. 145 146 The moratorium on arms sales to China affected several major for export to China of goods or technology that could be used for nuclear explosive purposes unless the president certified that China was not assisting any non-nuclear country to acquire nuclear explosive devices or materials. 151 The legislation further stipulated that the president should arrange with governments participating in COCOM to suspend any liberalization and to oppose any further liberalization of controls on exports of goods and technology to China. 152 The Tiananmen sanctions, by imposing an arms embargo and stringent restrictions on dual-use trade with the PRC, reflected the sharpest deterioration of Sino-American ties since the establishment of diplomatic relations a decade earlier and brought to an end U.S.-China military cooperation.
Conclusions
In the last decade of the Cold War, U.S. export control policy toward Beijing and Moscow bifurcated. On the one hand, the United States adopted a two-pronged strategy (the so-called "leap ahead" and "keep them behind" approach) aimed at maintaining a U.S. qualitative edge in advanced defense technology in the face of Soviet quantitative superiority. Major investments in defense research and development, coupled with the tightening of national and multilateral export controls, were intended to keep the USSR two generations behind U.S. state-of-the-art technology. On the other hand, in the context of the strategic triangle, the United States consistently increased the volume and sophistication of defense and dual-use transfers to the PRC to strengthen China's defenses against a Soviet attack, to gain greater leverage in U.S. relations with the USSR, and to induce restraint in Moscow's foreign policy. The U.S. government adopted the "two-times" policy (i.e., the transfer to China of technology twice as sophisticated as that exported to the Soviet Union) and then established the Green Zone to facilitate the routine approval of defense-related exports to China. Subsequently, the United States allowed commercial and then government-to-government arms sales to the PRC; pressed for and obtained the liberalization of COCOM multilateral controls; and even attempted to establish a "China Core List" in COCOM just a few months before the Tiananmen Square crackdown in 1989. These decisions steadily widened the "China Differential," a differential that, unlike in the 1950s (when China received harsher treatment), entailed preferential export control treatment for China in comparison to the Soviet Union. Throughout the decade, U.S. defense-related exports to China expanded significantly. However, on the basis of declassified documents and first-hand testimony, this article has shown that the degree of U.S.-China military cooperation did not simply reflect Washington's desire to use the "China card" against Moscow. Bilateral cooperation was contingent on and partially constrained by the PRC's limited ability to acquire and absorb advanced weapons systems. Moreover, the United States faced subtle tradeoffs because it needed to balance heterogeneous and conflicting national security interests in defense technology transfers to the PRC, something that has been largely slighted in the existing literature.
Despite the growth of U.S.-China military cooperation vis-à-vis the Soviet Union, Washington carefully hedged and calibrated its defense technology exports to avoid bolstering China's offensive capabilities vis-à-vis the United States and its friends and allies in the Asia-Pacific region and to avoid damaging U.S.-Soviet diplomatic relations. This is why the U.S. government established the Yellow and Red Zones and continued to prevent the export of what it defined as Critical Military Capabilities-namely, the technologies falling into Special Mission Areas. These areas were even expanded from four to six in 1983 (and then included in the Red Zone) to cover power projection and air superiority along with the earlier categories of nuclear weapons and delivery systems, intelligence gathering, electronic warfare, and anti-submarine warfare. Furthermore, when U.S. interests were threatened by China's proliferation behavior in the Middle East, Washington adopted a carrot-and-stick approach and explicitly linked further military cooperation to Beijing's proliferation behavior. Accordingly, nonproliferation interests also loomed large in the U.S. decision-making process. The range of national security considerations that shaped U.S. military relations with the PRC was therefore more complex, more heterogeneous, and broader than merely enhancing China's military capabilities vis-à-vis the Soviet Union.
This unprecedented era of U.S.-PRC military cooperation came to an abrupt end in June 1989. As Robert Suettinger puts it, the Tiananmen crackdown and the subsequent U.S. sanctions "dealt an enormous setback to bilateral relations between the United States and China-a setback from which, in some ways, they have never recovered." 153
